
Due Diligence / Feasibility Analysis  

Rapid Assessment – State Railways of 

Thailand 

Long acquaintance with SRT allowed Vanness to 

prepare what is called by multi-lateral financing 

agencies (World Bank, Asian Development 

Bank, EBRD, etc.) a rapid assessment. In this 

case the Consultant was tasked with reviewing 

the causes of the then current state of SRT and 

their effects with respect to current and future 

passenger and freight transportation in Thailand, 

and coming up with an assessment of the 

immediate needs and future options. 

As an introduction, the assessment observed: “SRT 
has received a great deal of study by Royal Thai 
Government (RTG) and multi-lateral agencies during 
the last several decades. Despite all of this 

intellectual energy, SRT has changed very little either inwardly or outwardly from the traditional 
railway structure brought to Thailand by King Chulalongkorn in1890.  According to one 

definition, The purpose of traditional railway organizations is to run trains. The purpose of 

commercial railway organizations is to profit by satisfying the needs of their customers. 
Traditional railways are usually run by professionals who have production criteria foremost in 
their minds as they make decisions. In contrast, commercial railways are run by teams of 
marketing, operations, finance, legal and other professionals who must work together to devise 
and deliver financially sustainable service packages that satisfy the needs of their customers, 
SRT fits the traditional criteria because it has a highly complex business mix of (loss making) 
suburban and long distance passenger services dominating commercial freight and premium 
passenger services, which are expected to sustain massive passenger losses without PSO 
assistance.” 

 

The need to support uncompensated passenger losses, therefore lack of routine 

maintenance and reinvestment capital, and a massive spending imbalance between 

roadways and other modes meant that rail was no longer a change force for Thailand, 

which had become addicted to high variable cost road transport.   

Massive deferred investment needs as well as pressure from China (see map) to be the 

favored connection with a rail line building west from Kunming have also led to an 

explosion of investment alternatives including changing mainlines from meter to 

standard gauge and various high speed train proposals that made it imperative to “sort 

out” the competing investment alternatives that government would undertake.  
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Operations were analyzed with respect to pricing services in the competitive 

environment, the cost of delivering services, and their reliability. One short term 

objective was to improve maintenance practices and workshops to achieve better 

equipment reliability. 

Other near term recommendations dealt with training and institutional strengthening to 

improve financial and accounting systems to allow for “line of business” accounting 

including allocations of network assets to the businesses whether they be loss making 

public services (requiring an auditable subsidy) or profit motive such as cargo.  

Longer term recommendations involved using financial inputs as wisely as possible to 

drive more productivity and expand the role of low cost railway transport where it would 

be most beneficial to the economy, e.g. cross border trade with neighbors, import/export 

container movements, and efficient movement of commuters and tourists.  

 

 

Investment Summary of 

Projects Color Code  Km 

Investment 

Million Bt Funding Comment

Existing Projects Budget

Phases 1 - 3 Meter Gauge Upgrade NA  NA 15,500 Completed See Section 4.1

Phase 4 Meter Gauge Upgrade NA  NA 500 Completed See Section 4.1

Phases 5-6 Meter Gauge Upgrade NA  NA 15,000 Approved See Section 4.1

Priority Double Track NA        108 5,000 Approved

Leam Chebang to Lat Krebang 

underway

         78 Approved

Kangkoy-Chachoensao redesign 

underway

Electronic Signalling NA  NA 13,861 Discussion Specification required

Rolling Stock

Locomotive Procurement NA  NA 1,920 Discussion 20 Locos @ USD 3m each

Bogie Container Flats NA  NA 1,061 Discussion 308 wagons @ USD 107 each

Notional Budget - Existing Railway 52,842

Red Line Project

Tracks and infrastructure NA  NA 57,000 Approved Approved not yet funded

Bangsue Station NA  NA 20,000 Approved Procurement in Preparation

Notional Total Red lIne Project 77,000

Plan for Standard Gauging Existing Lines

East West - Vieniane to Tavay 

Burma Pink 990       132,660 PSP Laos - Burma - Thai portion only

East North - Chach. - Ubon R. Green 311       41,674 PSP

Use existing trackbed, connection 

to Vietnam

North Line Purple & Red 796       111,880 PSP

Extends Chiang Mai line to 

Chiangrai - China

Eastern Line Blue 247       33,098 PSP Revise existing East Line

Plan for All New Bypass to Port Standard Gauge

Chachoensao - Map Ta Put Port BypassBlue 300       48,000           PSP

Amounts per Cabinet Policy 

Resol. 18 February 2008

Notional Budget - Standard Gauge 

Existing Railway 2,644    367,312         


